
Ways to tell ‘fake’ news:

- What is chosen to report (e.g., consistently reporting on news about ‘right-wing nationalists’ 
attacking Muslims while ignoring news like the Dallas teacher who shot a water pistol in class 
at an image of Trump, or students and professors intimidating conservatives, or news 
agencies who see themselves as the ‘loyal opposition’ against Trump but not against Obama 
are little different from conservative talk show hosts who disparaged Obama’s administration 
every single day for eight years; no one can be that consistently wrong on everything). News 
agencies only have so much budget for investigation. What they choose to spend that on 
indicates their biases. One way to overcome one-sided bias is to employ reputable reporters 
with different biases.

- Reporting that tells only one side of the news or reporting with language indicating that one 
side is right and the other misguided or stupid (e.g., only news that supports climate change, 
without any hint that there are other facts or problems with some of the data, or that every 
position Obama took was good, or at least would have been if the Republicans hadn’t 
thwarted him, and every position of Trump is bad, etc.). It used to be that news organizations 
had one page for opinion and the rest for news. Younger reporters had to earn the right to 
express their opinion. Now, every news story is virtually an opinion piece.

- News without adequate attribution or source = rumor. Adequate substantiation cannot consist 
of sources in the same circles, else it is mere circular thinking; investigation must include 
contradictory or at least skeptical sources (e.g., a story critical of Hillary cannot reliably 
consist only of sources who don’t like Hillary, else it is unproven). Younger reporters 
understandably desiring to make a name for themselves may rush to press without ‘doing 
their homework’. Editors are responsible to require adequate attribution, and of course they 
have their biases.

- Passing on news from only like-minded sources = circular thinking/logic which becomes self-
fulfilling (e.g., ‘news’ of a drug / sex ring run by the Clintons from a pizzeria resulted in some 
guy going there to shoot someone). Young people, especially, and all those who get most of 
their news from their devices are susceptible to trusting only what they receive from their 
friends, and it becomes ‘truth’, the very definition of CW.

- Headlines designed as ‘bait’ for your click, and which may have no relation to or even be 
opposite to the content of the story, only designed to gain a ‘hit’ (e.g., the many so-called 
news sites on Facebook)

-  News from dubious internet addresses. Lists of these are available. Inform yourself.

-  Please share other examples you have noticed


